YOUR CASCADIA

Our peaceful revolution starts with you
What is at the root of most of society’s major problems?

- Governments?
- Large corporations?
- Wall street?
- Money? The greed of the top economic bracket?

No.

Well... Yes, in part, but behind all of that is our active and tacit support of it all. There’s countless other factors as well, obviously.

The real root of all societal issues, though, is systemic at its core.
In *very* broad strokes though, it’s simple.

The root of our issues is our collective decision-making systems. All of them.

All of us make small, but important decisions every day by participating in this current system, which adds up to our total impact toward our peers and environment.

It goes without saying, our system is horribly outdated, and we need something better for the planet, and all of us on it, post-haste.
How can we make a better decision-making system for society?

Good question.

It’s one you’ll have to ask yourself, your friends, family, and neighbors. We all have different pieces of the puzzle.

As a starting ground, we need a platform to get us moving in the right direction.

This platform should allow for a true reflection of a community’s needs and desires, and always be improving itself to that end. It should use the highest standards of logic and the scientific method to make ethical decisions based on empirical evidence.
What kind of platform?

There’s two vectors of societal decision-making going on that affect the world most:

1- Economic
2- Code of conduct (legislative, cultural, and personal)

Both systems work hand-in-hand to shape practically everything in our world. So our platform needs to continuously optimize for both of these in the best way we currently know how.

More than that, it needs to be engaging and convenient enough that it would become an easy and entertaining default behavior for most people.
1- Economic

Poverty, and the problems stemming from that, comprise much of what ails the world.

The usual reason that things don’t happen that need to, or people turn to criminally desperate measures: not enough money.

The usual reason things are messed up to begin with: also somehow related to money.

It’s always “they don’t have enough,” “they have too much,” “they are spending it irresponsibly,” or something...
1- Economic

So then, how do we get rid of poverty? How do we get the poor what they need, elevate the middle class, properly incentivize responsible business practices, *and* create more jobs and non-profit positions?

One answer is to create a Universal Basic Income (UBI) with a (bio)regional currency, spendable on a platform that rates/rewards each purchase based on how positive its impact is, and collectively decides how to use its excess resources to create new jobs and fund causes that communities actually *need*. 
2- Code of conduct

The other major factor in the world that often seems to be at odds with the interests of the people and planet, are the institutions that make legislative/policy decisions on our behalf. Sometimes these people are elected, sometimes not. In either case, there has been quite a LOT of shady influence going on for quite some time. At this point, rather blatantly allowing laws to be made almost exclusively in the interests of wealthy campaign donors and their companies & cohorts.

Crucial to a society running smoothly and fairly, rules have to be in place to carefully govern how the system operates, and to reflect what its members actually believe. And while we’re at it, the rules should also be simple to understand and navigate for everyone. Is that too much to ask?
So how to fix it? This issue is a bit stickier than the economic half, in the sense that the current institutions have a monopoly on decision-making, backed by hundreds of years of tradition and an iron grip. If we decide to formally reject them by their rules, we are faced with the high probability of a violent and/or tactical backlash. Not good.

If we really are wanting a peaceful revolution, we can’t have that. Our best option is to simply create a better rule-making system that reflects our desires accurately, and abide by it without explicitly breaking any existing laws. Shouldn’t be a problem, right? Let’s lead by example.
2- Code of conduct

But how, you may wonder? Luckily, we have all the tech we need to implement the world’s very first sophisticated real-time direct democracy! Hooray!!!

Such a system should optimize for the best results, taking all the benefits from the wisdom of the crowd, without being subject to some of the biggest criticisms of direct democracy (public ignorance/apathy).

This means resources need to be present for folks to get educated on all sides of every issue. Also, there needs to be mechanisms for you to directly assign (and unassign) specific people to vote by proxy on your behalf for certain issues (and/or categories of issues), based on their perceived expertise. Or, of course… Vote for yourself if you feel up to it.
2- Code of conduct

Lastly, such a system needs to be infinitely flexible to adapt to the needs & decisions of different communities, and improve itself continuously based on the wishes of its members. It needs to do so without losing cross-community compatibility, the levels of critical mass needed to retain functionality, or resistance to corruptive influence.

What follows is a preliminary design for how such a platform could look and function. Please bear in mind that any aspect of this that doesn’t sit well with you can be put on the table and voted upon by your community. That said, it will inevitably undergo many permutations in the coming years to iron out kinks, and should be evaluated moreso on its core concepts rather than appearance at this stage.

It is obviously not perfect, and relies on you to keep making it better.
Welcome to Your Cascadia (aka OurCadia)

We are a growing community in the Pacific Northwest that aims to better ourselves and the world around us with smarter, responsible trade facilitated by continuously optimizing direct democracy.

Our peaceful revolution starts with you.

Learn more about the future we are building together >
About Your Cascadia (aka OurCadia)

Our goal is to build a Cascadian Economic Direct Democracy – a web-based marketplace that is under the complete direct democratic control of local community members. The interface will be intuitive enough for the most computer illiterate among us, and include elements from games to motivate and reward members.

It aims to empower every person to sustainably exchange goods and services, drastically increase personal income, fund new jobs and needed causes, have an equal voice in their locality; and make educated decisions with a transparent, secure, and ever-improving open source platform.

Our peaceful revolution starts with you.

Learn even more! > Contact > FAQs >
Log in / Sign up > News > Sitemap >
Q: How do I become a member?
A: All you need to do is sign up! We ask your personal information to verify that you are a real person, and then you will gradually earn more abilities on the platform as you grow into a trusted member of the community.

Q: Wait… You give me money to sign up?!
A: Yep! Our community is a radical experiment in Universal Basic Income, among other things. By joining, you receive a crypto Token wage, with the amount varying based on your job situation, length of membership, and several other factors. You will gradually earn more Tokens at a faster as you participate more fully, and these can be exchanged at the same rate as $USD for goods and services.

...continue reading more FAQs >
This is the homepage. The blue part is for your personal profile stuff, and the white part is for community modules. Everything is fully customizable in terms of appearance, module order, and other preferences (that don’t affect overall platform functionality).
Up above is our navigation menu for organizational info/support. Not really all that innovative, but pretty essential.

If you look to your right, you'll find something pretty neat. It's a community budgeting tool to decide together which new job and non-profit initiatives get funding.
Here is a nifty way for a group to do participatory budgeting.

Basically, every person in a group splits up the community budget the way they want to see it in their ideal world.

Then, each member’s pie graph is averaged together to make a community budget (as seen above).

Each category above can be clicked down to further levels of detail to see more specifically how the community wants to spend its excess Tokens/Dollars.
After clicking “compare with” you can see several budgets of other communities in geographic regions which may or may not overlap.

You can also see the preferred budgets of friends/proxy voters, or others.

But how do causes/jobs/people get funded to begin with? They just start a new initiative in the community of their choice...
Here's a space to track the initiatives you've started/joined/followed. These can be *any* number of things, from a hyperlocal neighborhood trash pickup, to a regional research fund, or international charity. It can even be ideas/alternatives for the system itself.
Over here on the right, you’ll see the newsfeed, which shows up to date new postings from people, small businesses, causes, and anyone else you decide to follow.

It’s customizable, like everything else, of course.
Alright, now we’re moving over to your personal profile.

Here’s a place for your picture and quick bio.

Under that you’ve got icons for profile settings, messages, wikitree/education, friends, and causes, respectively.

One notch down, where the arrow is pointing, you have your badges, earned by meeting personal and community objectives.
Here you can see a wide spectacle of badges that you can earn for yourself, or by being part of a community objective.

More on them later, but just know for now that they come in all shapes and sizes, and can be added/removed/changed by community vote (again, like everything else).

The arrow is over there, just pointing around the area of the status bars. Let’s check those out.
Now what this is, right here, is your classic set of status bars. Meant to track your progression over the months/years as you level up in different areas based on what you use the platform to do.

The four bars here aren’t necessarily going to be the ones you see here. They will evolve to fit the yours and the community’s needs best.

That said, the four here are envisioned to track your token wage capacity, reputation score, total issues voted on, and record of item/service exchanges.

Moving on, your personal inventory...
Down here are the top priority levels of the things that you need, want, have for trade, or will provide a service for.

You can click it to add new things to any category with ease, and clicking the whole box opens up your full inventory (we’ll touch on that later).

See what the arrow is doing now? It wants you to click on that little black arrow on the blue tab to expand your profile section.
Ok, now this is like the expanded version of your profile home. It may look very similar to the other homepage, but note the blue edges. See that?

The arrow beckons to you. Click on that donut. You know you want to. No, it’s not even the same donut we were looking at earlier!

**Profile**

**Skills**

- **Landscaper** (lv2) – 15 TD/hour
- **Hunting Instructor** (lv6) – 35 TD/hour
- **Tax Consultant** (lv3) – 15 TD/hour

**Availability** – Sat-Thurs 10am-4pm
This might look, to the untrained eye, very much like the participatory budgeting page we checked out earlier. Except this one is yours!

That last one was your community’s, remember? See the blue border around this one?

Anyway, here is the place where you set your ideal percentages of the budget that you’d like to see implemented at a larger scale. You can be as detailed as you like.

The arrow is gonna take you to your community’s budget, but we’re skipping the intermediary popup dialogue we checked out before.
This is a quick detour away from your profile, just to see the difference between your budget and your community (in this case, the city of Olympia).

You can drill down to other average regional budget donuts with the links below.

But we're not gonna do that right now. We're going to add an initiative to Olympia!
Here we are at the genesis of a new initiative that you are putting forth to your community. It can be anything, big or small. Suggestions for the interface, making a sidewalk, funding flood repairs for affected regions, locally and/or worldwide. Anything.

Whatever you think would be the best idea to benefit your community most efficiently, tell people about it! Your idea could gain the community support to finance an operation entirely on the platform! Your cause could gain legs, and organized positions can be created and broken into jobs and assignments for people to take.

Profile

Start new initiative

Name: Flooded with Love
Type: Flood repairs (Humanitarian aid > Natural Disasters > Disaster Relief)
Affected area(s): West coast (World > North America > United States)
Organization: Flooded with Love (501c3)
References/Accountable members: Larry Leizurzhut; Perry Plat toppose
Description: Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild. Particularly those of low income with no insurance.
Do you have some core values you want to share with the world? Perhaps you have them, but don’t want to share? Or maybe you aren’t sure what they are and want to find out?

If you feel like it, you can go through and input your values one by one. Algorithms match up your values with schools of thought that hold the same essential beliefs, other like-minded people, and even the strongest arguments in opposition to some of these views.

Or you can just vote on issues as they arise, and the associated values will get corralled here. This type of data can also be used to recommend proxies and issues of interest by analyzing your values.
This is your mission control, of sorts. It lists out all of the current tasks that you can complete to fulfill objectives and earn special badges.

Some of these badges upgrade your XP (whether in general, or specific to a trade), some give you new abilities, some are hidden and give you extra frivolous things like skins and mini-games. They do a whole slew of things.

These can also be submitted/altered by the community (by initiatives/voting). A community code must be followed to make sure it’s always just and fair for everyone, and not just select groups and seasoned veterans.

What the heck is that arrow pointing at? A grade? Yep, and it’s hard to see what the other one is pointing at, but it’s your exchanges. They go to the same place.
This is one of the most vital parts of maximizing our benefit to the world. We must try our hardest, when we can, to purchase things only that are responsibly sourced. Socially, financially, environmentally, and every other way. Period.

There is no other way around it, we need to hold our sources accountable, and hold ourselves accountable for sourcing them.

^This up here^ is how many exchanges you make, and over there >> represents your exchange history and accumulated responsibility score, calculated by averaging all reliable responsibility ratings agencies as a percentage, and then multiplying that by the total amount you spend per purchase.

Responsibility score ✉️ ⚡️ ⚽️

**B- (82.2% responsible purchasing)**

\[
\frac{6,388.22}{7,771.56} TD
\]

This score was calculated by adding all of your purchases’ responsibility scores in proportion to how much was spent on each purchase.

Purchasing responsibility history by date >

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Purchase Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>Sledgehammer – 11.50TD</td>
<td>(9.46/11.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A+</td>
<td>Fishing rod – 141.99TD</td>
<td>(140.42/141.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-</td>
<td>Krapt Cheez-E Mac (x10) – 10.00TD</td>
<td>(6.13/10.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Big Ol’ Bucket O’ Nails – 34.56TD</td>
<td>(26.37/34.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>Tad’s Vaccuuming Services – 22.50TD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exchanges between individual people usually get an automatic A, especially if they are geographically closer.

Small local businesses get a leg up too, and the better-sourced their materials are, the better their scores.

Big businesses are going to have to step up their game on this one, usually being the lowest scoring on these scales. Items are auto-sorted by responsibility, and may be rejected from selling by certain communities until scores reach their minimum standard.
Here's the settings page.

Sorry about all the text on that last one.
Fire damage in the Columbia River Gorge and surrounding areas is a real problem for the wildlife, people, and economies that surround it. As of now,
Here’s all the friends you’ve made!
You can manage levels of privacy here per each friend, and your relationship with them.
Here’s the causes that you support and follow. See what they’re up to, learn about similar causes, and whatever else you can think of. Maybe add a new cause? Your call.

Oh, and it tells you some cool stats that will make you feel warm inside to quantify all the help you have provided your causes.

Number of causes supported: 42
Amount raised total: 10,376.23 TD
Average contribution per cause: 246.05 TD
Favorite Organization: Flooded with Love

Add cause >

Flooded with Love
(Flood repairs) - West coast
Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild. Particularly...

Neighborhood cleanup
(Litter removal) - Your neighborhood
This is an offshoot of a larger organized group that helps people keep their neighborhoods clean...
Here’s your reputation score.

Different than your responsibility score, as it tracks your positive and negative interactions with other members.

If you have a negative interaction with someone, you are asked to provide polite constructive criticism to help them improve for next time.

If you have a really bad interaction with someone, you might report it to an impartial judicial team for arbitration, or to the police if it’s straight up illegal.
This here is your personal inventory. Containing within it things you need, things you want, things you have, and things you’re willing/able to do.

You can add things freely, and tag them with all sorts of labels to make them findable by others around you.

You can also control how visible/anonymous certain items are (for security), pick a variety of delivery options, and much more!

**Needs:** Haircut, Salmon Fillet (x2), Crescent wrench...

**Wants:** 6x3' Bookshelf, iPhone 8, Terry cloth...

**Has:** 30' Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...

**Will:** Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...
The things you need and want will populate in a prioritized list here based on distance and responsibility scores. You can also sort by other filters, or idly browse random offers nearby.

A green checkmark means a match is found between what you want and what they have, and a yellow one is an approximate match.
What you got here is your quintessential item detail page. If you've ever bought anything online ever, you've seen plenty of these before.

As a community, surely we can get crafty with it and make it have a bunch of cool features.

For the time being, just assume this is like most other product pages. As for the service pages, same look and feel, but maybe with a scheduler widget or something.


What you got here is your quintessential crescent wrench. It can handle nuts of any size and strength (provided they are between 0-5” in diameter and fastened within reason), backed by a lifetime Daftsman™ warranty. Pretty standard issue, really.

If that's not enough for you, this was used literally one time when I couldn't find my other twelve crescent wrenches. So needless to say, I don't really need this one, and it's in perfect condition still. You save like 7 bucks off store-bought, which is also about the price I charge to deliver (within a 40 mile radius). Or you can pick it up. Long distance shipping available for 40+ miles away as well. BTC/ETH/LTC accepted.
This is the profile of another member. It is very similar to a business or nonprofit profile as well.

The green circles down there represent matches you have with one person for goods/services needed. Try bundling with the same person/making direct trades for added convenience and responsibility score points.

Also, you can see whatever other details on here that the person wants you to see.

---

**Name:** Carrie Irpijn  
**Location:** Tenino, WA - 14.9 mi away

"I'm a highly professional asset relocation agent, specializing in deliverables of a corporeal nature."

**Tokens:** 3351,000 [lv 4]  
**Reputation:** 82.6 [lv 3]  
**Votes Cast:** 64,000 [lv 2]  
**Exchanges:** 1227,000 [lv 5]

**Needs:** Tax preparation, $450.00 for Rent, 9lb bag of sunflower seeds, Landscaping, Therapy, Financial Planning...

**Wants:** Porcelain airplane, Day spa treatment, Caramel candy, XBoxOne, Assorted stuffed animals, Porcelain train...

**Has:** Crescent wrench, 15" LED floodlight, Seasons 1-6 of the Teletubbies on DVD, Styrofoam Insulation (90lb), Mascara...

**Will:** Deliver packages, Cut hair, Perform Lounge-style singing gigs, Meditate disputes, Coordinate delivery logistics...
Hey… Didn’t we already go over a messaging thing already?

Yes… yes we did, and this same messaging thread is there too, since this person is your friend, but this particular tool is for questions/answers between people potentially trading.

So imagine you’re talking to a very nice stranger here about where to meet for a haircut.
Here's Carrie’s voting history and proxy voters she’s chosen to represent her on certain groups of issues.

You can see she mostly agrees with you on things, and that she’s an advocate for alternative energies. Perhaps you don’t know much about that sort of thing, but trust her to make the right decisions there. Boom. Add her as a proxy for you in that area.

Members have full control over how much of their info they want the public or their friends to see.

---

**Your Cascadeia**

Search for...

---

Carrie Irpijin
Tenino, WA - 14.9 mi away

"I'm a highly professional asset relocation agent, specializing in deliverables of a corporeal nature."

**Carrie’s views** *(add as proxy for...)*

**Proxy voters**: Parry Irpijin (Animal issues); Sen. Ron Wyden (Education > Low-income school issues), (Health/Social > LGBT issues); Cherry Crossington (Environmental > Waste/Recycling > Materials issues) *(more...)*

**Votes cast**: 64 *(lv 2.)* *(details...)*
87% in agreement with your values *(details...)*

**Reputation**: 82.6 *(lv 2.)* *(details...)*

**Most recent activity**: 
Voted in favor of adding “Yoga Ballistic” to Principled Businesses list
Changed community budget vote for “Bake sale” to 0.025% *(+0.004%)*

---

"I'm a bear, I'm a man, that's all that I am."

Members have full control over how much of their info they want the public or their friends to see.
Now we're having a look at Carrie's items/services available.

We can easily request to purchase or trade anything here.

Depending on her preferences and community's votes, things can be changed in many ways.

Lending, renting, giving, shipping, or anything else you can think of. Some more advanced features are unlocked by communities as they grow.
Now we’ve clicked “Conduct” in the navigation, and are brought to this, the democratic half of the platform.

This is called the Wikitree Rulebook.

With this, we can explore initiatives and ideas by their category, issue, solutions, premises, and facts/sources. We can see the logic that is involved in deducing different viewpoints in the most concise way a community can come up with.

It’s a way to learn about ourselves and the world around us, while also voting for how much financial and/or ideological support each proposed solution to a problem should get.
Lots of things on the platform require analytics graphs and charts. These can show past data, and be tweaked to show future simulations based on variables you can mess around with.

It’s meant as a resource to help you make smart decisions based on math and hard data, or just go nuts with graphs.

So you could track a group’s voting patterns with another graph similar to this, or do a lot of things. These here are basically a stand-in for a versatile simulation/analytics tool.
Notice how when you clicked on the graph it changed from variable input mode to summary mode?

Well that’s what happened there. Your simulated data gets broken down into a summary like this, where you find an easy-to-understand statement on what to expect under the chosen parameters.

This chart shows a simulated economy with your chosen settings.

Over the course of 15 years, this economy’s capability could rise to provide up to 5,430 full wages per year and other charitable giving in the nonprofit sector can reach up to 1,123 organizations per year.

Over the next 15 years, needs are met more adequately by a lower total amount of aid, due to...
This page is the home for a particular community’s temporarily assigned optional admin team, who make decisions amongst themselves for the community which are viewed as relatively uncontroversial, or that no one seems to care enough to vote on. Such decisions can be raised to the public level of decision making if enough people decide it should be put to a public vote. Members are chosen from applicants by random lot, and switch every year.
This page is the home for a particular community’s temporarily assigned optional judicial team, who make decisions amongst themselves on particular cases where two members have a dispute. These decisions are publicly visible to the community. Such decisions can be raised to the public level of decision making if enough people decide it should be put to a public vote. Members are chosen from applicants by random lot, and switch every year.

Lots of room for community customization here.
After clicking “Add proxy,” you are generally asked which issue, or category of issues to have a person represent you in. Here you can see the proxy set for the Fire damage example, and his opinion on the issue. Let’s take a look at one solution in particular for this issue.

Fire damage in the PNW is a real problem for the wildlife, people, and economies that surround it. Philip J. Freud thinks the best strategy to minimize damage is a combination of aggressive preventative measures.
This is one example solution for fire damage: Replanting efforts.

Here, it shows you a recommended proxy organization to vote in your interests, if you don’t want to do the heavy mental lifting yourself.

You can also receive other recommendations based on your established values, past votes, or preferred proxies.

Based on your value profile and past voting trends, this solution is something you would likely support, and most closely resembles the Green Party in voting patterns at this level, “Replanting efforts,” and below.
Here’s a breakdown of how different solutions for an issue are supported in a community.

You can vote for your preferred levels of financial/ideological backing per solution.

You can also add a new solution, if you know of something better or additional to do.

Current stats:
Total % of Olympia Community Budget: **4.68%**
- Treeplanters United: **0.99%** (21.1% of solution)
- Super Tree Friends: **1.58%** (33.8% of solution)
- Eco-buddies Forever: **1.2%** (25.6% of solution)
- 4th Reforestation Org: **0.91%** (19.4% of solution)
Here’s one example of what it could be like to add a new solution to the Wikitree rulebook. You can describe it, prove it is legit, and then the community can decide to support it if they like it.

This is similar to starting an initiative, and actually is starting one, but just directly on the Wikitree this time.

Solution title (256 char max): My friends and I replanting trees on our hikes.

Description: My friends and I need more exercise, and the forest needs more trees. If you give us a tiny incentive, we’ll gladly get in shape, and get more people to join our hikes replanting trees as your support helps us grow!
This is a part of the Wikitree, towards a section that describes meta-decisions, or the decisions about how we want the platform itself to operate, behave, and interact with us.

In particular, this is the part of the rulebook that states our community goals and their rewards. It allows for decisions on new goals to be reached, along with associated unlockable platform improvements, decided between by vote.

This is meant as a tool for steadily improving the community based on its desires and capacities.
Now we’ve minimized his profile with the arrow to the left.

We can now see more of his community modules, all at once.

If we click on either the arrows to the top or right, we can expand his view further.
Now it’s in its fully open view. So much room for activities!

You can scroll through a bunch of modules like this if you want, or you can focus in on any one of them to see them fullscreen.

Processing initiative(s)
Flooded with Love
Flood repairs (Humanitarian aid > Natural Disasters > Disaster Relief)
West coast (World > North America > United States)
Larry Leizurzhut; Perry Plattopose
Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild.
You can see these alternative wider views of anything you like. Makes for less congested browsing, and lots of other details can be included with more room…
Fire damage

Fire damage in the Columbia River Gorge and surrounding areas is a real problem for the wildlife, people, and economies that surround it. As of now, there are 2,431 acres reported as actively on fire, and 7,235 acres damaged. There are 3 types of solutions currently put forward to address fire damage-related problems, and 14 organizations working on getting them put into place.

This is what happens if you were to click on one of the topics.

You made it to the end of the site mockup!
Congrats!

The options are endless, really, but hopefully this gives you an idea of what it can help to facilitate.
This concludes the tour of one possible platform layout.

Take deep notice of that italicization up there. I know I’ve driven this point into the ground, but the finished product will look like… well… there actually wouldn’t be a finished product. This is a platform that is always evolving, like most other software today.

Ultimately, what the community wants, the community gets. And there will be many communities that interact with each other in different ways. So… It’ll look like a bunch of different things. This design isn’t set in stone, but meant to serve as a way to conceptualize this class of software platforms.
If there is any confusion, this particular proposition is for a Cascadian Economic Direct Democracy (ie: local to the bioregion of Cascadia (but it is open-source, for use/integration with other communities that want to join the greater network)).

While original in design and conception, it shares and borrows many similarities to a broader class of platforms:

- LEDDA – Local Economic Direct Democracy Association
  A system devised by Dr. John Boik. More info here >
- LETS – Local Exchange Trading System
  A system designed and executed by Michael Linton More info here >
Now for the most important question!

How can you help? 😊

This platform is still in early development. The easiest and most important thing right now is to give honest and constructive feedback. We want only the best ideas to use on our first release!

Other ways? Literally anything you can imagine. Once launched, simply being an active member is the best support we can ask for. Whatever it is you do, or you’re into, you do you, and it helps us too.
Besides becoming a test member for the pilot group before official launch, or an actual member afterwards, we need a LOT of help to get this thing hyped and developed beforehand.

That means you can be of the most assistance right now by sharing this info with others, volunteering your time to make promotional materials, calm, rational debate on nearly any subject for an initial Wikitree, and/or assisting with the framework development itself.

… and also money. Right now, especially in the literal first stages of development, we need all the financial support we can muster to keep us going. You’ll be rewarded for your fiduciary heroism in-platform with some prelaunch bonuses if you pitch in now! We’ll likely do some sort of ICO bonus package-type deal for your early support!
Oh yeah. It probably goes without saying, but this whole thing runs on blockchain technology (Ethereum, likely), for secure, anonymous, transparent, decentralized votes and transactions.

That’s all, folks!
Thanks for your attention and enthusiasm for making our future better!!

YOUR
CASCADIA
Our peaceful revolution starts with you